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 Announcements: 

Happy Holidays! I have a LOT to be thankful for, including all of the readers of this
newsletter.  I hope you have a great holiday season!



(Edmonds, WA)

* Ed's Medical Adventures...
Confidential medical update: (Latest entry: 11-16-22  Can be updated anytime)
https://edhartmanmusic.com/ed-mm-updates
(email for PW - same as before.  Please do not share without letting me know.)

* My music licensing class is now available online (see below!)

* FB page about licensing: (Please like to get more info in between newsletters)
Get Your Music in Film and TV: (please like!)
https://www.facebook.com/edhartmanmusic

*  Welcome new readers!  Please feel free to email questions about music licensing
(and scoring).  I will answer you by email, and add your questions (anon.) in the next
newsletter. (see below)  If you have an idea for an article, please feel free to let me
know.

* Folks ask how they can support what I do, especially at this time.  There's a
lot of recordings and SWAG on my website.  That's a great way to help out.
Ed Hartman Patreon Page:  (This is a FREE newsletter.  This is the closest thing I
have to a subscription!) Is this newsletter worth at least $1 to you?  Honestly, this
newsletter takes many DAYS and HOURS to create!  I'm not complaining, but it has
been getting bigger.   If you can support this newsletter, that would be wonderful! 
https://www.patreon.com/edhartman
OR buy something from my website!
https://edhartmanmusic.com/buy

Memes of the month:



ONLINE Music Licensing Classes available: (Please share class info and links)

"How to Make Money Licensing Your Music to TV
and Movies!"
This is the original class that has taught hundreds of people how to get their
music into Film and Television.  
This is a great intro to everything about music licensing.  It is perfect for a beginner or
anyone with experience. The class contains over 4 hours of content that you will
have ongoing access to.  The class is divided into short bite-sized videos and backup
materials.
Direct link:
https://cart.musicproducersalliance.com/sync
25% OFF Discount Code: ($147.75; Reg: $197.00)
SAVE25ONSYNC
OR: 
https://edhartmanmusic.com/music-licensing-lessons-and-classes

OR:
One-on-One sessions (Zoom - you will be able to record - best with a computer
- not phone or pad):   $100/hr; $125/ 1.5 hrs./$150 2 hrs. (Email to schedule) 
This is now available to anyone, regardless of level.  It can be a very targeted
class for your particular situation.
I'll send you a ZOOM invite. Payable by PayPal or CC.



I'll send you a ZOOM invite. Payable by PayPal or CC.
Email to get more information.
Additional Short 3 minute video about Music Licensing Lessons:

https://youtu.be/pDBnvokbRr4

Recent adventures in licensing/scoring: 
It has been a very good month in Lake Sync-o-bagon…

I am VERY happy to report a new placement by Mother West Music library
(https://www.motherwest.com/).  The short indie film it is in is “The Wrong Guy,” and the
track is “Beach Bossa” from a few years ago
(https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027590/beach-bossa). I believe it will be “source
music” (AKA “diagetic”).  That’s music that the actors do hear in the scene, like out of a
radio or overhead in a restaurant.  It ain’t the sexiest placement, but still pays!  It’s also
another placement in your pocket.  I believe that EVERY placement is sacred, as Monty
Python says.



Honey, your royalties are in, Dept.:
BMI Highlights:
Since the pandemic, BMI has been paying a day or two ahead of the normal payment date,
when you get the statement.  That’s great and really set BMI apart from ASCAP which was
late in 2020.  I think it does set up a LOT of traffic on the BMI website on the actual pay
date, though.  It took me about a 1/2 hour for BMI to let me download the statements.  The
problem was soon resolved. My phone app worked, rather than the website.  I knew how
much it was but really was interested in the breakdown, especially this quarter.

Stranger Things numbers are in.  As far as I have heard, Netflix does NOT pay based on
viewership through a PRO (The 4th season has had over 1.7 BILLION views!)  It did show
up in 2nd quarter, though.  The payoff was very good, and effectively doubled my payment
for the quarter.  I assume Kate Bush made so much on
the show because it trigger actual sales of her song,
rather than royalties, along with a much higher initial
sync-fee.  I will watch the MLC for any additional
mechanicals that might be related.  The song was coded
correctly as “VI” (visual feature).  The pep band in the
scene plays the music live against my recorded track.
(Football Funk
https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027879/football-funk)
The track runs for 39 seconds, which is pretty long.  I
mentioned back in July 2022, that I connected with the
music coordinator that synchronized the band to the
track.  (https://youtu.be/Zk06mn4GE80).  In the end, he
didn’t actually use my track for the band to fake, but
something else to make it work. It is indeed a strange
business! As some of you know, Football Funk has been in a number of shows and films,
including The Blind Side (2006) through Musicsupervisor.com.  That film is still paying
today on many networks, most recently BRAVO, USA, ENTERTAINMENT, APPLE,
PEACOCK, ABC, and around the world.  This statement had a nice payment, including
Netflix!  This will hopefully, be the beginning of very good royalties around the world.

The other big one is that I was happy to see my score for “As the Earth Turns” finally
show up on my royalty statement!  It took a few years and some major emails to BMI. 
They did confirm recently.  The numbers are not big (Amazon).  What was still missing are
the two performances on TCM (Turner Classic Movies) in 2021 (Halloween) and 2022 (Sci-
fi month).  I emailed BMI (Statements) to see if there are still issues with that.  Those are
important broadcast events. There are 23 or so cues, including the main theme, credits,
etc. I worked very hard on the cue sheet (I am producer) to make sure everything is coded



etc. I worked very hard on the cue sheet (I am producer) to make sure everything is coded
correctly.  It looks good as far as that is concerned on the statement.  I did get back an
email from BMI in a few days, that said the TCM broadcasts, along with TUBI would show
on the February 2023 statements. That is great news!  Yeah, it's only a year and 1/2 late,
but I'll take it.  I was happy to see Canada paying for the film score. I’m not sure how, or
where it was shown.  It might have been from TCM.  I do get BOTH writers and publishing,
so everything is doubled.  You really have to watch this stuff.  (FYI: Google Play and Roku
are NOT collected by BMI). I did make sure Tunesat has a few tracks and did catch it on
TCM, in April 2022, so I have lots of proof, including the host video of the intros on TCM. 
More next time…

In the pitching game, I was contacted by Tracks and
Fields (https://www.tracksandfields.com/), regarding using a track of mine,
https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027631/out-on-the-town.  I have pitched a few tracks to
them via briefs (low cost, monthly service). I believe it is in the UK.  They have contacted
me before to check on rights ownership for a new pitch (not on a brief).  Uploaded tracks
are on their radar. It was for a commercial ($15K all-in).  I never received a follow-up, but I
am always grateful for the opportunity.  In fact, this newsletter just reminded me to email a
follow, and to thank them for the opportunity.  I just did, and will report if there is any further
status.  Getting companies to ask YOU for tracks is the real goal.  Getting your music out
there is how it gets started.  Keep pitching!  

I recently sent Komb Music
(https://www.kombmusic.com/) a new library, with some
non-exclusive tracks (see related meta question below). 
The owner, Karl, is very nice and receptive to new music. 
This album is the first batch.  It's solo piano music (also
released. Non-exclusive).  He's doing the library album
artwork, as well.  The library is both exclusive and non-
exclusive. The keyboard tracks and others are on my
website:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/keyboards-piano-organ-harp

In other library news, two more tracks were accepted by Crucial Music
(https://www.crucialmusic.com/), an excellent music library that has gotten me a LOT of
placements.  They are extremely picky, and will only take 3 tracks every few months.  I get
25% of my tracks accepted, generally, which is pretty good.  Most of my music is “source
music” (see above).  The tracks are for solo organ, including a public domain arrangement
of “Shall We Gather at the River,” (https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027904/shall-we-
gather-at-the-river) and an original in the style of Bach, “Toccata for JS.”
(https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/3247602/toccata-for-js) I have been improvising on
keyboards all my life, and seriously got into baroque harmony in college.  I can improvise



baroque music fairly easily (usually a little slower than tempo). My piano chops are not
tremendous, but my feel for contrapuntal motion is very good.  In the early 80s, I had
access to a harpsichord and really went to town on it.  There’s no pedal, so you can’t rely
on chords.  I believe that is why baroque music is dependent on contrapuntal motion so
much.  I have 1980s recordings by a wonderful harpsichordist that I was with at the time.
(https://edhartmanmusic.com/harpsichord).  I did write the music down (still have it), but
created it, note-by-note on the keyboard, by ear. It was not an intellectual experience like
you would expect for such “intellectual” sounding music.  Some other examples of early
music I created in the early 80s, arranged for mallet instruments, are on my website.

- 
From a solo violin or solo mallet vibes/marimba) piece from 1980. The music was
engraved on Deluxe Music Construction Set by  Electronic Arts, before their games
heyday.
More info:  https://edhartmanmusic.com/buy

Finally, my popular track “Rivertrance” which has been on a YT video since 2011, has been
a bit of a roller-coaster.  The monetization revenue (see previous issues) has been
collected by Adrev (https://adrev.com) I just checked and the last reported quarter (ending
Sept 2022) was a lot lower. I follow the viewership and had noticed a drastic decline in
views over the last quarter (4-500 hundred views a day - pretty good, but not the 2-3K
views a day it was).  I have no idea why, though.  In the last few weeks, the video has
again exploded in views.  It has over 2.5M views to date, and is now going up by 5-10K
views per day!  Man, what is going on?  There was some chatter on the web that YT's
algorithms occasionally adust views due to bots, etc. That's a LOT of adjusting,
though.  The next quarter will be VERY interesting.  It is the “Stranger Things” of short
documentaries about pollution. You really can’t make this stuff up.  As I have mentioned
before, I keep both writers and publishing on this video (the library never monetized the
video. My music is the only music on it, so I get 200% of the music revenue.  It has been a
wonderful regular royalty payment for these “challenging” times.  



(Lifetime: Over 40K listeners and 300K streams since 2015 - Well at least THAT
sounds respectable!)
I know, ALL of the kids do this.  Sure, why not.  I don't make any measurable money
from distribution, but I guess this kind of thing (and the absurd Spotify "Ripped-Off for
Artists" (Even my old Chrome browser couldn't handle it this year!) soothes the ego,
if not the pocketbook.  Most of the listening is on other playlists.  I don't do any
promoting, but target sync instead.  As hard as sync is, it's at least a reasonable
payout, when it happens (along with actual royalties).  This also demonstrates the
importance of physical media and actually getting paid for your music (sync, live (well
we can all dream!), selling directly on your website (Bandzoogle, etc.).  Have a great
year, and may your streaming numbers be high!

In comparison, I have thought about how many folks have heard my music with
music on all of the TV and movies, especially big ones, like Stranger Things and The
Blind Side) and even TikTok (see below).  Theoretically, it could be a billion or more. 
That's a hell of a lot more than most composers had their music heard in their lifetime
(Not that I would compare myself to any of them).  Maybe that's a task for the
future... "Synced for Artists?" 
In any event, the only thing that I really feel is important, legacy-wise, is education. 
In that respect, I feel pretty good having had the opportunity to teach in some many
ways.  One-on-one is incredibly rewarding for me, whether it's percussion (over 40
years!) or the music business (20 years).  The impact of teaching is truly similar to
planting a single tree.  New trees create even more trees! I hope I've planted a forest
out there!  I truly appreciate everyone that's followed this newsletter and taken my
classes over the decades.

Ed Hartman  Producing News:



I am continuing to work with Jonathan Keasey, a tremendously talented WGA
(Writers Guild of America) screenwriter/producer on my biopic/screenplay, "The
Filmmaker."  (https://edhartmanmusic.com/the-
filmmaker-biopic-feature-film) He is also a producer
with a NW based company, MindRiot
(https://www.mindriotentertainment.com/)This
experience has been a completely different one for
me. The research for this project has been going on
for 5 years.
I would compare writing a screenplay to
composing a symphony.  The director will be your
conductor.  The actors are your musicians, and the
production is the recording, performance, and
everything else.  Creating a good story is one thing. 
Making it work on film is entirely different.   I have
been writing about things all my life, like in this
newsletter.  Making everything "action-oriented" (not
passive) is really challenging. I am also balancing the true elements of the story, with
something that is going to be fun and dramatic to watch.  I've already done a
documentary.  This needs to be from the character's point of view.  It also has to be
done in a way that it will actually be produced.  That means the writing has to be
strategic to the industry with a budget in mind.  That's similar to writing a score for a
budget that can afford live players vs. electronic.  
I am using "Final Draft" the industry standard for screenwriting.  It is a "DAW" for
writers.  It's not hard to learn and really is there to format scenes, characters,
locations, dialogue, etc.  Keeping track of all of my changes is similar to versions of
tracks. You know, "The Track from Hell V2-final-no this one-really-it-this is the last
one I swear V3B copy"
I have films done by the subject of the screenplay, and really want to show his skill to
make films at such an early age (He won awards, too). The real balance is combining
the technical aspects of his filmmaking with a dramatic backstory.  It's one thing if you
are talking about Orson Welles.  We all know where he wound up.  With this
filmmaker, Richard Lyford, no one has heard of him, yet he was successful as a
filmmaker in and out of Hollywood.  He was successful like most of us are,
independently.  Life tends to get in the way.  For Lyford, WWII definitely changed his
trajectory.  If you are interested in my short doc, it is on the DVD, or you can contact
me for a link.
With Spielberg's Fabelmans coming out (a semi-autobiographical film about his early
years as a filmmaker, this should be an interesting pitch to the industry.  Often,
multiple films get produced about similar subjects (Armageddon/Deep Impact,
Tombstone/Wyatt Earp, especially if the first one does well.  Of course, comparing



Tombstone/Wyatt Earp, especially if the first one does well.  Of course, comparing
anything I can do with someone like Spielberg is ridiculous. The quote below from
2019 is an interesting one, in any event.  We shall see...

UPDATES and ALL Screening info (Online/In-Person)
https://edhartmanmusic.com/it-gets-in-your-blood-richard-lyford-documentary-film

The film that started it all:
"As the Earth Turns"
https://www.astheearthturns.com/

INTRO AND OUTRO: (Ben Mankiewicz)
https://vimeo.com/699830598
PW:  peace



"One of the most exciting discoveries in the archival offerings of Seattle International
Film Festival...This is a festival must-see for fans of classic film. It’s a marvelous
discovery."
Seattle International Film Festival

"Had Steven Spielberg been a 16-millimeter camera-toting teen in the 1930s, his
home movies might have looked like “As the Earth Turns.”
Michael Rechtshaffen, LA Times

“The musical score...beautifully complements the film and simultaneously sounds
modern and retro” Oddurbt.com

Included: (Over 85 minutes of content)

 • “As the Earth Turns” 45 - min 1938 never-released silent sci-fi film by Richard
Lyford  (new score by Ed Hartman)

 • Introduction by Ed Hartman

 • Theatrical Trailer

 • Missing Footage from “As the Earth Turns”

 • Scene from “Ritual of the Dead” (new score)

 • Scene from “The Scalpel” (new score)

 • “It Gets in Your Blood” (Richard Lyford documentary)”

 • “Depression Flats” (Richard Lyford home movie)

 • “Let’s All Go to the Kitchen” (Intermission film by Ed Hartman) 

Soundtrack:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/buy
“Congratulations on your achievements and a fantastic score. Continue making
music that tells a story as much as the film itself. We hope to experience more of
your work in the future.”
Global Independent Film Awards (Winner Gold Award, Best Score)



Tales of the Tech-Side:

Someone on FB was looking for a way to add their
mouse to their set-up because they were running
out of table space.  For me, I did this.  It ain't pretty,
but it's cheap, simple, and works well. 1" binder,
heavy clamps. Serious MacGyver. It might at
least, buy you some time until you are rich and
famous, and can have a massive studio with your
own personal production staff.

ED HARTMAN'S WILD-WORLD OF MUSIC AND FILM!
(I've put a hold on future episodes due to health issues.  Hopefully, I can resume in
the future.  For now, check the archive out.  This is a great way to connect with
filmmakers as a composer.) 



filmmakers as a composer.) 
(Please share/subscribe/rate)
ALL EPISODES (Season 1 and 2), ALL LINKS:
https://linktr.ee/edhartman
On Website:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/podcasts

Composer of the Month: (Info from FSM, IMDB, etc.)
Neil Hefti (Neal Paul Hefti)

Born: 10/29/1922 Hastings, Nebraska
Died: 10/11/2008 Toluca Lake, California

Famous Scores Include: Sex and the Single Girl,
How to Murder Your Wife, Harlow, Lord Love a Duck,
Duel at Diablo, Barefoot in the Park, The Odd
Couple (Film and TV)



Couple (Film and TV)

Director Collaborators Include: Richard Quine, Ralph
Nelson, George Axelrod, Gene Saks, John
Guillermin, Elaine May, Michael Winner

My earliest recollection of his work is from a drum play-along LP and in my High
School Jazz Band, playing his charts, like 
"Li'l Darlin" (https://youtu.be/nqn4nyZz0to)  Hefti's music and arrangements (he
worked with Herman, Basie, etc.) were always simple-sounding, sparse with lots of
open space in them. 
For me, Hefti as a film and TV composer was at the top of his game writing theme
songs, like Batman (see link below) and The Odd Couple. 
This site has a number of themes Hefti created.  It suggests that unlike Mancini, who
seemed to be more West Coast, Hefti was more East Coast.  
https://www.jazzwax.com/2019/04/neal-hefti-at-the-movies.html

“You have to work on melodies. I don’t have to work that hard on the orchestration.
But melodies are something else. Sometimes I’d compose music in bed and Frances
would tell me to stop playing piano on her back. I guess I write most of the tunes
while lying down. And I don’t really feel that I’ve finished it until I personally like it and
can hum it to myself.”
Neil Hefti



Batman Theme -  It's a classic blues!

Questions from the Audience... 
(Please email me. I will try to answer quickly. Any questions I use in future
newsletters will always be anon.

What do you recommend to use as a database to keep track of your tracks?
Originally, I started a large database using Panorama (https://www.provue.com/)  I
had used it for years running my businesses.  It went back to pretty much the first
Macs in the 80s!  It's still a wonderful piece of software.  It did become more
expensive with a subscription (not a fan), so I weaned off of it.  I still have many
1000s of databases.  I can open them with previous versions, but it can be dicey.  I
still use a Mac, so Numbers is the database I use occasionally.  It's OK and can
import and export XLS.  To be honest, I have given up on creating one that is
complete.  I do tell others, not to be like Ed, and let it get out of hand. It would take
hundreds of hours to do, now, and I just don't have the time and energy.  It does
continue to bite me in the butt, as libraries want databases of my work.  I can offer
these options:

1. http://www.composercatalog.com- Developed by a very good library
composer, this is potentially a perfect answer for a composer with a growing
library.  

2. A reader of this newsletter created his own using Open Office’s “Base”
program.  This is similar and should be able to be edited to your own needs.  It
looks like it's more set up for a casual listener, rather than a
composer. https://templates.openoffice.org/en/template/personal-music-
collection-database

3. Komb Music (https://www.kombmusic.com) a new music library I am working
with (exc. and non) has there own database, which might give you an idea of
what is needed from a library.  There are extra fields you probably don't need
(collab, etc.). I would add status info (where you are pitching, who has your
tracks, etc.) facebook.com/100076902139945/videos/650118996323808. 
Keep in mind it's from the perspective of a library, and not a composer. 

4. One trick I use when I need meta from a track is to go to my Songtradr
account, which has many of my tracks, especially ones that are more current. 
I can go to the edit on a track and grab metadata from it to paste into a
website, etc. You can also get field info.
I've added a database list of fields to consider.  SEE BELOW)

Also see my resources page for meta help:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/resources-for-composers-and-songwriters



https://edhartmanmusic.com/resources-for-composers-and-songwriters

Is there a way to unregister a cue on AdRev manually? I have a few older cues I'm
giving to a music library and I'm guessing they won't want AdRev claiming those
cues. 

Not sure. I have been successful in getting responses from them. They can
"Whitelist" a channel - allowing for your track not to get claimed. For me, I don't
worry about it. If a library wants YT monetization, I stay away from them, too. I did
have to leave a library that supplies mostly to photographers, etc. that use YT. It's
their main clientele. It was small but steady money. It couldn't compete with the
revenue I get from Adrev, due to one particular phenomenal video with a track of
mine (originally from a library that did NOT monetize it.) I get it all, and it has been
very good. I would worry about it, if and when it's an issue. You never know when
those tracks can take off on a viral video.

Do I need a business license and business account?
I always recommend having both. ACH doesn't have to be to a business account
necessarily, but if you ever get a check written to you in your business/publishing
name it may need a business account to cash it. This seems to be less of an issue
with Paypal, etc. ACH does tend to avoid fees. I have libraries and publishers that
prefer it. Getting a business checking acct requires a business license, which you
have. You can keep it free with some banks if you have a certain level balance
and/or it's attached to a related savings account, etc. (I don't pay any service
charges on any accounts.) Those monthly fees can eat up your funds. IMO having a
good accountant is the most important thing. Some accountants can make things
work with just about any setup. I would talk to your banker about it. You may need to
show a business license, etc.

What are your feelings about splitting revenue between co-writers, even if they
contribute one stem and I do everything else? Also, what about jam tracks, that were
done for fun, initially?
Are splits a good idea for scoring?
Splits really are tricky.  If two people really are writing together, and that means
creating music from the beginning and working together with everything (including
the business, equal makes sense).  In Nashville, the story goes if you're in the room,
you're automatically a writer.  Maybe Zoom changed that!?  I think it’s a different
game with popular music and lyrics.  The composer/lyricist concept goes way back. 
Long-time collaborations are really businesses for partners in writing.  For
instrumental writing, and especially scoring, I just don’t think that arrangement
makes sense as much.  Most of us can do the majority of it, and we just need some
parts from instruments we don’t play.  Personally, I prefer folks doing parts WFH
(Work-For-Hire).  That keeps the ownership simple (much better for sync, etc.)  I



(Work-For-Hire).  That keeps the ownership simple (much better for sync, etc.)  I
don't want to be responsible for royalties to others for the next 20 years.
If you are doing it for fun, it’s not a business, and none of this is necessary.  As soon
as someone gets paid, it’s a business.  At that point, if paperwork is not involved you
will likely disappoint someone.  The last thing you want is for a partner to contact a
library, publisher, production company, etc., and say they co-wrote the music. 
Business is business.
I would be very careful about getting others involved with directors for scoring. It’s
hard enough to work with a director one-on-one. (or additional producers, etc.). 
Directors want easy and cheap.  They can usually get one or the other.
Easy-clear, 200% (writers and publishing are easy to contact) “One-Stop” (you own
both writers and publishing) is all about easy.  Anything you spring on a director,
music supervisor, or production company after they are interested in a track can
quickly make things go downhill fast. I advise you to have everything in place when
you pitch something.  You don’t want to give a client any reason to say no.  

Are songs or the score any different on a contract? Should either be WFH?
I recommend a non-exclusive contract and avoiding WFH.  There is no point for a
director to own your music (unless they pay you incredible money for it, and I mean
10s to 100s of thousands of dollars.  It’s one thing for Warner Bros (that has a music
publishing entity along with film production) and another for an indie director.  They
may THINK they need to own the music, but they really don’t.  It’s a negotiation. 
“Sure, you can own the music for 10 times X.”  In fact, a PRO really doesn’t want
anyone but the writer to have the writer's portion.  A production company needs to be
an affiliated publisher to get royalties.  Are they really going to release a soundtrack
recording?  
For me, I own everything.  I can do anything I want with any track, no matter its use
(unless it’s in an exclusive library, of course).  I never want to restrict myself.  I have
re-used tracks, parts of tracks, etc.  Frankly, going back and taking parts out isn’t
always easy.  Your DAW session may disappear, get corrupted, or go out of date,
including the plug-ins.  Frankly, rarely does score work for other uses, although if the
score is more track-like, some of it might.  I always offer free use of my catalog
tracks if I get a scoring gig.  It’s a nice add-on.  There’s nothing like using your own
music in your own film project, which I have done.  May your own score contracts
(plenty out there, they are not copyrightable).  Filmmakers have no idea how to deal
with music.  They’re getting bad info from everywhere.  Their lawyers will tell them
that they must own the music.  That is terrifically bad advice.
Article of mine about all of this:
https://www.stage32.com/blog/music-licensing-vs-music-scoring-2304

When pitching to a library, is it required or expected that you pitch an album, or can
you pitch individual tracks?  The listings that I have seen on Taxi appear mainly are



requests for individual tracks that fit a particular brief. 
You start by asking what they are looking for.  They ask whether they want individual
tracks or albums.  Albums are more popular now. Libraries can pitch them.  One or
two songs are the bait to start though.  
 TAXI has a LOT of library submissions.  They are usually looking for genre/style,
etc.  Those are usually to fill up the library with libraries for future pitches.  I generally
go after non-excl.  I have gone after exclusives in a limited fashion over the years if
the situation was right.  You can always write a new track for an exclusive pitch.  You
can give an exclusive pitch a month to respond.  If not, move on.  You should never
pitch a non-exclusive track to an exclusive though.  With my current life situation, I
am extremely careful about my time.  I'm not waiting for anyone these days!

When you were running your drum store, were you also producing music for sync
and doing film scores?  If you were, how did you manage your time between work,
family, and producing music? 
Regarding life vs. work, yes it is always a battle.  When I ran my store, it was quite
wild.  My studio (also for teaching) was in the back of the store (open, not enclosed). 
I monitored the store via a video camera (cheap!) to see if anyone came in. 
Occasionally, folks would come back and surprise me.  On top of that, I had another
drum teacher next to me, and he taught primarily rock drumming. There was an
aerobic studio next store.  Between all of those things going on, the phone, email,
and running the store (accounting, stock, etc.) it was pretty insane.  I came in early,
before the store opened, and worked on a brief.  I would then alternate between
acoustic tracks and midi-depending on the sounds around me!  Inevitably, I would
get a late morning deadline and really had to push it, if I wanted to make the brief. 
I once did an exclusive piano/bass/drum track in an hour.  I had the track to the
library by noon.  The library was very impressed!  The music got in a film, too!  That
was extremely satisfying. 
One more...I also did a Carmina Burana-style track for a score in a  web
series (https://edhartmanmusic.com/track/2027683/end-times) in about 90 minutes,
too.  The client had cut the scene to the beginning of "O Fortuna", so I had to score it
to picture, as well.  The client's response was that I was eerily fast. I found the gig on
FB, after seeing the producers looking for copyright info on using a commercial
recording. This is the actor in all of those Schwab commercials, too!  You never know
where people wind up.
Sham Therapy (https://youtu.be/qNbl9YNecTE?t=135)



Because my studio was at the store, I didn’t bring my work home.  That created a
good separation between home and business.  All of this didn’t really start until after
2000.  The store went back 25 years.  Home studios can be both efficient, time-wise,
and problematic with others in your family. A physically external studio to your house
can solve a lot of issues.

My recommendation is to embrace the chaos.  When things are too planned,
inspiration doesn’t always happen.  

“To achieve great things, two things are needed: a plan and not quite enough time”
Leonard Bernstein

Personal MUSIC DATABASE:
Here are fields to consider to create your own database (this is not comprehensive). 
Please email me with more ideas. I'll add and put more in a future newsletter. -
Thanks!

1. Song:
2. Composer(s):
3. Publisher (yours or ?):
4. Album Release/Year: (UPC)
5. Public Domain-Composer/Original Title:
6. Copyright:
7. ISWC:
8. PRO Work Number:
9. Length:

10. Explicit/Clean:
11. Format (wav, aif, mp3…sample rate, bit rate.  You can add actual track

names.  I always add bit/sample to the name Track Name 16-44.wav)
12. Other versions (15,30,60, instrumental, stems, other arrangements):
13. Genre (jazz, rock, Latin, World, Ethnic – type, etc.):
14. Sub-Genre (jazz, rock, Latin, World, Ethnic – type, etc.):
15. Short Description:
16. BPM: (# and slow/med/up/fast)
17. Keywords:
18. Instrumentation (Guitar, Strings, Brass, Perc, drums, etc.):
19. Moods (Aggressive, Passive, Mellow, Serene, etc.):
20. Styles (1960s, Dramatic, Religious, Trailer):
21. Style-Country (Brazil, Indonesia, etc.):



22. In the style of: (other artists)
23. Status: (Libraries/clients submitted to, accepted/rejected?)
24. Artwork: (jpg, etc.)
25. ??

I hope everyone has a wonderful holiday season.  This is an album of mine from
1992.  It was a glorious adventure, with an absolutely perfect team.  The engineer
was Lars Nefzger, and the producer was Danny Deardorff.  The recording was done
at one of the first digital studios in the Pacific NW, Triad Studios (no longer around).  I
believe Lars went on to work with Paul Allen.  Danny passed away a few years ago. 
I created the outline for the tracks with Danny on Performer (sequencer), and then
replaced them with live instruments, one-by-one, in an assembly like fashion.  It took
about two weeks to record, and another to master.  It is a great recording that I am
proud of to this day.

"Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairies" was in "Surviving Christmas" (still getting
royalties) from 2004.  Speaking of duel films (see "Filmmaker" article above), that film
came out at the same time with "Christmas With the Kranks." After getting the
placement through a publisher  (non-exclusive), I got a call from Warner Bros to use
the same track in Kranks! (Funny, I wrote in a theory book of mine from the early 80s,



the same track in Kranks! (Funny, I wrote in a theory book of mine from the early 80s,
in the glossary, "On the Verge":  When Warner Bros. calls and says "We're
interested."
In any event, I contacted and hired a music attorney in Portland, Bart
Day (http://bartdaylaw.com), to figure out what to ask for. He researched the film, and
said, based on the budget, etc. and said, let's ask for $36,000!  I was dumbfounded. 
I faxed WB with the quote.  They immediately called back and said, "Are YOU
kidding?  We can only afford $18,000.  Well, of course, considering the other film
paid $12,500 (split), I said after waiting 30 seconds, "Sure. I can go that low."  It was
a classic move by the attorney to flush out the budget.  I still use this concept today. 
Always ask HIGH.  In the end, Kranks didn't come through.  I found out a music
editor was the same gal in both films!  She must have seen my track in the other
film.  The films were even at war in court over naming rights!  I'm still getting royalties
for that track in Surviving Christmas.  It was also in the trailer, one reason it paid well,
as background instrumental music.  In both the film and trailer, it is used a lot
like score (Out front)
https://youtu.be/IIcNy0KWosU?t=47 (track starts at :47 - in the film it's when James
Gandolfini hits Ben Affleck over the head with a shovel. - Yeah. you REALLY can't
make this stuff up!)
PS:  1000s of videos with millions of views on TikTok use "Chinese Dance."  That
came through Songtradr.  I believe they were early in supplying TikTok with music.  It
did pay a bit, but only for the initial placements on the platform, not the view (too
bad!)

LINKS OF THE MONTH:

MusiclibraryReport - Annual 50% OFF Sale! Ends 12-15-22
Coupon Code: HOLLY2022
MusiclibraryReport.com

TCM Max Steiner Focus:
8pm(Eastern)5pm(Pacific)  Max Steiner: Maestro of Movie Music (2021) Followed by
Casablanca, Now Voyager
https://www.tcm.com/tcmdb/title/2375331/max-steiner-maestro-of-movie-
music#overview

Earwig Recording Tips #7 - Record Drums with 4 Cheap Mics: (FREE downloadable
files avail)
https://youtu.be/vyjXA9QmiaM



https://youtu.be/vyjXA9QmiaM

Getting More Sync Placements for Your Music with Music Library CEO, Bob Mair:
(Excellent library owner, very picky, exclusive)
https://youtu.be/zsHheuve2ns

Composing Orchestral Music “In the Box” Master Class with Film/TV Composer,
Marc Jovani:
https://youtu.be/cashjeEgyyk

How to Build a Pro Website for Your Music with Online Musician Platform,
Bandzoogle: (I use this platform - LOVE IT!)
https://youtu.be/CKoMfvDLUt8

How to write music for instruments you CAN’T PLAY:
https://youtu.be/jFfFfGfgLj8

Free and pay track analyzer of key and BPM. (Your mileage may vary!)
https://tunebat.com/analyzer

ONGOING:
ASCAP Experience continues (FREE)
https://ascapexperience.com/faq-press

MusicCares: (financial help for musicians - personal/addiction)
https://www.musicares.org/get-help

Production Notices:
https://productionbulletin.com/weekly-reports/

Music Connection: (free articles, lots of free giveaway stuff from contests)
https://www.musicconnection.com/

Syncsummit - FREE occasional chats about music licensing, music supervisors, etc.!
Meetings with Music Supervisors ($$)
http://syncsummit.com/synccafesignup/

Meet Music Supervisors in person! ($$)
https://www.narip.com/naripevents/

TAXI TV!
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuZpYuUC9yC8UGd0T6xcbUg



Regular Articles/Events:
https://www.synchtank.com/blog/

Ed's Website: 
http://edhartmanmusic.com - (Studio information, music, bio, links, calendar, etc.)
FREE listening.  Lots of music for soundtracks, movies, TV, commercials, etc. 

Recordings:
Recordings/Sheet Music:
https://edhartmanmusic.com/buy

Shameless self-promotion Dept:
T-Shirts, Cups, Towels, Posters and SWAG!
Check em out! 
https://edhartmanmusic.threadless.com/ 
   

 

Once again, with feeling...
Ed Hartman Patreon Page:  (This is a FREE newsletter.  This is the closest thing I
have to a subscription!) Is this newsletter worth at least $1 to you?  Honestly, this
newsletter takes DAYS to create!  I'm not complaining, but it has been getting
bigger.   If you can support this newsletter, that would be wonderful! 
https://www.patreon.com/edhartman



Ed Hartman Consultation

I am always available for a one-on-one consultation, in person or via phone or Skype
(call or email to set up). NOTE: For newbies, I recommend taking my class (see link

in this newsletter).  NOTE:  I am no longer doing one-on-ones for introductory
material.  The class is simply too good (and cheaper!)

One hour: $100.00
1.5 hours: $125.00
Two hours: $150.00

I will be happy to critique your music, make recommendations for marketing, suggest
libraries to put you music in, help figure out studio configurations (although I am not a
heavy tech person. I can recommend people, though), and give you general career

advice. If you are interested, please call or email. 

Classic Quote or Joke:

“The difficult I'll do right now.  The impossible will take a little while.”
- Carl Sigman & Sidney Keith Russell, sung by Billie Holiday

WRITE/SUBMIT/FORGET/REPEAT

Contact Information:

Contact Information

Ed Hartman

edhartmanmusic.com

(206)355-0711 (Cell)
Note: (206)634-1142 is no longer active.

Edrums@aol.com



Edrums@aol.com

edhartmanmusic@gmail.com

https://twitter.com/edhartman

https://www.facebook.com/ed.hartman1

https://www.youtube.com/user/edhartman1

https://www.instagram.com/edhartmanmusic
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